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AHSTIV>CT. - Cu, Mn linJ Zu of 2'J samples of
sulfide minerals (mainly pyrite) from the hydro
thermal Pliocene vein mineralization of the Tolfa
Mountains volcanic district have bec:n measured.
Abundances of these elements have also been
measured ill selected hust rocks and trav~rtines

from the same area.
Hydrothermal pyrlt.:s of the stage 11 of mi

neralization show ranges of Cu (44·31.5 ppm), Mn
(8·185 ppm) and Zn (33-424 ppm) contents that
are similar ro those of stagl..1I1 pyrites not as
socialeJ with other sulfide phases (31·659 ppm,
4·211 ppm and 37·207 ppm, respectively), suggesting
thal the parent solutions had close contents of
these ell-ments. Pyrites associated with other sulfide
phases exhibit Ihe highest Cu and Zn contents.

The relationships among the trace elements in
the hydrothermal pyrites sludied suggest that the
contents of Cu, Mn and Zn increased in these
suIfides with evolution of the mineralizing process.
This rules out that the solutions of stage III of
the mineflllization were the same as those of stage
11, although at a more advanced step of evolution.

Volcanic pyrites show similar contents of Cu,
Mn and Zn to those of hydrothermal pyrites, but
there are inverse correlations between Cu and Mn,
Zn respectively, thus indicating a different behavior
of these elements under both magmatic and hydro
thermal conditions.

Disseminated pyrites in the unaltered f1ysch
show contents of Cu, Mn and Zn close to hydro
thermal pyrites and, however, higher than those
of ~imentary pyrites, thus indicating that they
were deposited or reequilibfllted their trace.dement
contents with hydrothermal fluids.

The Cu contents in the hvdrothermalIy.altered
flysch rocks arc greater than those of corresponding
unaltered rocks, indic:ating enrichment by the hydro
thermal fluids. The positive correlation between

Cu and K in these rocks suggests accomodalion of
Cu in K·bearing phases. Unlike Cu, Mn shows a
reverse pallern, indicating leaching of this element
during alteration. Zn shows no substantial variation
of coment in the rocks with alteration.

Gossans are enriched in Cu and Zn, but not in
o\In with respecl to ironstones from the same area.
This suggestS a possible use of Cu and Zn as
pathfinders in the oxidation zone for prospection
of sulfide ores.

Finally, unlike Mn and Zn thal show quite
similar contems in both the sedimentary and hydro
thermal carbonates, Cu shows lower contents in
these latter, likely because it is preferentially par
titionro into the silicale phase.

Kty wo,ds: geochemical prospection, trace ele
ments, sulfide ores, hydrothermal mineralization,
pathfinder elements.

RIASSUNTO. - £ stata e5Cguita la determinazione
delle abbondanze di Cu, Mn e Zn in campioni di
solfuri, rocce scJimentarie, vulcaniti e travertini
del distrellO vulcanico dei Monti della Tolfa.

Le piriti idrotermali del II e del III stadio di
mineflllizzazione non associate con altri solfuri mu
strano livelli di concentrazione dei tre elementi
considerati che non difJeriscono significativamente
(Piriti del 11 stadio: Cu 44-315 ppm; Mn 38-185
ppm; Zn 33-424 ppm. Piriti deI HI stadio: Cu
31-659 ppm; Mn 4-211 ppm; Zn 37-207 ppm).
Le pirili associate con altri solfuri sono invtte
caratterizzate cla piu e1cvati contenuti di Cu e Zn.

Le relazioni tfa gli elementi in tracda contenuti
nelle piriti idrotermali indicano che le concentfll·
zioni cli Cu, Mn I' Zn sono andale aumentando
con iI procedere del procesS<) di mineralizzazione;
viene pcrtanto Jcdolto chI' le soluzioni idrotermali
del 11 I' III stadio difJerivano significadvamente
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per le: loro rispelliv(' OIl'l1ueristichc chimico-fisichc.
I oonlenuti di Co, Mn (' Zn Ill)\·.ti nclle: pirili

idrolt'flJUlli l:d in queUe di originc vulcanica non
mo!5lrano dilfc~c signi6cati\"e. luu.via, poicl'M! in
que:slc ulti~ pirili La colTCwione di Cu (' Mn
coo 10 Zn e n~tiva. se ne: deduce che il compor
I.mento RC'QChimico dei Ire: demcmi ncll'ambicrllc
magmllico C 51110 dh"ttSO.

Le pirili disseminate od Rysch hanno rontettuti
di Cu, Mn (' Zn simili a qudli tfO\..ti per le piriti
idrotC:fIIali le comunque scrnprc: signifiuth'.mc:mc
piu ahi di quelli lIliSUIlUi ncllc piriti di origine
sedimentari•. Cia suggc:risce una qual ceria dipen
derua gcflclica delle piriti OOnlcnulC ocl fl)"sch dai
Huidi mincralinanti.

11 p~ di .lteraziOfl(: idrolclmalc dd flysch
ha determinato un arriu:himento in Cu, inoltrc:,
poid~ quCStO dcmcnlo Co positivamentc corrdato
con il K, se ne d,ffiu(C' che potrcbbe esSCIC essen·
zialmcmc ospil.m ndle Easi mincrali contcnenti,
per ['pppumo, polassio. 1I Mn risuha csscrsi signi·
fi~tivamente impoverilo durante l'alteuzione idro-
termale del flysch, mentre il oontenuto di Zn non
c varialO signifiQltivamente. Le ooncentrazioni di
Cu e Zn nei cappellacei di ossidazione dei IOlfuri
IOno significativamente superiori rispetto a queUe
novate per gli accumuli di ossidi idrati di Fe di
natUJll sedimentaria. Ci& suggerisce un potenziale
UIO del Cu e dello Zn nella prospezione geochimica
dei depositi di IOlfuri.

Infine il Co c piu abbondame nei carbonali di
origine sedimentari... chc non in quelIi di origine
idrolermale, mentrc Mn e Zn non mostrano aleuna
signiflClliva diff=za_

PIlrOl~ (hi#l~: prospezione goochimica, giac:imen_
(ologia, e1mlCnti in rrxra, IOlfuri, minttalinazioni
idrotermali.

Introduction

Previous papers (CALDERONI et al., 1985,
1986) showo:i the importance of studying
the behavior and significance of elements
such as Pb, TI, Co and Ni in the sulfides
and host rocks from the ToUa Mountains
area in order to ascertain the origin of the
ores.

With this paper we have extended
previous information by measuring Cu, Mn
and Zn contents in the same samples, in
order to test whether also these elements
could be helpful in sulfide ore genesis studies.
Cu and Mn were in fact used successfully
by ROBERTS (1982) to distinguish types of
mineral occurrences, and, in particular, those
containing significant base-metal mineraliza
tion. Moreover, the study of the disuibut.ion
of Cu, Mn and Zn among the various sulfide
phases deposito:i during the same mine·
nlizing cycle may help in understanding the
behavior of these elements in ore-forming

hydrothermal systems, 'as indicated by other
trace elements in previous papers (CALDE
RONI et aI., 1985, 1986). This, in turn, may
help in ore prospC'Ction.

Geological JJetting

Geological information on the Tolfa vein
minenlization and sampling locations were
reported in full detail in previous papers
(FIELD and LoM8ARDI, 1972; FERIUNt,
1975; BARBIERI et aI., 1978; MAsl et aI.,
1980; CALDERONI et al., 1985, 1986), and
thus, here a concise review is only given.
The ToUa vein deposits can be referred to
three stages of mineralization. During stage
I ealc-alkaline acidic magmas intruded into
sedimentary terranes, forming garnet horn
felses low in pyrrhotite. Roeks of this stage
are rare, being represented by small blocks
of garnet-bearing calcite (calcite I) scattered
in th~ latter calcite (or calcite I1) bodies,
that, In mrn, were formed during stage 11
by hydrothermal fluids upwelling along major
faults through the f1ysch. Such fluids, fol.
lowing interaction with the f1ysch rocks that
produced a metasomatized (sericite-chlorite
rich) zone of few hundred meters of width
around the faults, deposited small amounts
of pyrite with minor sphalerite as disse
minations in the calcite-II .. bodies. Finally,
during stage III the mineralizing fluids laid
down pyrite with minor galena and sphalerite
in veinlets and small lenses within the
altered f1ysch and between this and the
cakite-II bodies. Scanty pyrite disseminated
in the unaltered f1ysch rocks occurs at Roe
caccia.Pozzi. Due to its occurrence this pyrite
may be sedimentary in origin, although there
is suggestion that it reequilibrated traee
element contents during the emplacement of
a nearby small hypoabissat body (CALDERONI
et aI., 1986).

Analytical procedure

Sulfide samples were collected from dumps
of thrtt abandoned mines and purified to
obtain concentrates by froth Aotation, heavy
liquid and magnetic separation. Concentrates
were re6ned accurately under the binocular
microscope up to > 98 % purity gnde, then
further checked by X.ray diffraction. Cu. Mo
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and Zn abundances were determined by
atOmic absorption, following appropriate
sample dissolUlion with routine technique.

Rock samples were examined to ensure
that they were '" unmineralized,., then
crushed and dissolved in a HFIHClO~
mixture.

1he Cu, Mn and Zn contents in the sulfide
minerals and host rocks analyzed are
reported in tab. J and tab. 2. respectively.

Q) Su/fidt! ort!

Pyrites disseminated in the hydrothermal
calcite II (pyrite I) (6 samples) show Cu,
Mn and Zn comems ranging from 44 to
31,S ppm (x = III ppm), from 8 to 185 ppm
(x = 49 ppm) and from 33 to 424 ppm
(x = 180 ppm), respectively.

Pyrites in veinlets and lenses scattered
in the hydrothermally.altered flysch (pyrite
11) (12 samples) show Cu, Mn and Zn
contems ranging from 31 to 1,778 ppm (*)
(x = 439 ppm), 4 to 211 ppm (x = 35 ppm)
and 37 to 207 ppm (U) (x = 87 ppm),
respectively. There is no differe~ among
pyrites from the three mines. Pyrites as
sociated with mixed sulfides generally show
the highest Cu and Zn comems.

Pyrites disseminated in the unaltered flysch
carbonates (4 samples) show Cu, Mn and Zn
coments ranging from 101 to 184 ppm
(x = 142 ppm), t.s to 260 ppm (x = 144
ppm) and 58 to 124 ppm (x = 88 ppm),
respectively. Cubic pyrites show higher Mn
contents than non<ubic pyrites.

Pyrites disseminated in the unaltered
llcidic volcanitcs (J samples) show Cu, Mn
and Zn contents ranging from 45 to 264 ppm
(x= 144 ppm), 15 to 54 ppm (x=31 ppm)
and 85 to 423 ppm (x = 269 ppm),
respectively.

Finally, sphalerire disseminated in calcite
11 (sphalerite I) shows a much higher Cu
contem than pyrite I, while sphalerite
TM-22, occurring in veinlets cutting calcite-

(*1 Exduding Simple TM·IJ rhlt show5 • high
Cu comenl.

(**) Excluding SIfTlples TM-IJ. TM-D' .nd TM-16
rh.t sho\\· very high Zn conrenu.

II bodies (sphalerite 11), is enriched in Mn
relative to coexisting pyrite 11 TM-13.

b) Hort rocks

Unaltered Aysch rocks (5 samples) show
Cu, Mo and Zn contents ranging from 13
to 28 ppm (x = 37 ppm), 445 to 983 ppm
(x = 694 ppm), and 22 to 64 ppm (x =
48 ppm), respectively. Altered f1ysch rocks
(5 samples) show Cu, Mo and Zn contents
r:mging from 16 to 52 ppm (x = 37 ppm),
I1 to 384 ppm (x = 142 ppm) and 17 to
140 ppm (x = 69 ppm), respectively. Sam
ples from Hi.ll·520 show a much higher Mn
content than the others. Cu, Mn and Zn
contents in the travenines (12 samples)
range from 6 to 29 ppm (x = 12 ppm),
71 to 1,615 ppm (x = 398 ppm) and 19
to 256 ppm (x = 71 ppm), respectively.

Travertincs from 11 Bagnarello and those
from 1 Montirozzi show the highest Mn and
Zn contents, respectively. Gossan samples
from twO mines show much higher Cu
(x = 186 ppm) and Zn (x = 1,158 ppm)
contents than ferruginous deposits unrelated
to ores (ironstones) (x = 24 Cu ppm and
II7 Zn ppm). On the contrary, Mn contents
are not diagnostic of the two rock-types.

Calcite I displays a Cu, Mn and Zn content
quite close to that of calcite 11 (7 samples);
both rock-types ranging overall from 7 to
22 ppm (x = 12 ppm), 338 to 3,298 (x =
976 ppm) and 12 to 303 ppm (x = 79 ppm),
respectively.

Finally, unaltered vokanites (4 samples)
show Cu, Mn and Zn contents ranging from
9 to 15 ppm (x = 13 ppm), 167 to 523 ppm
(x = 329 ppm) and 66 to 88 ppm (x =
78 ppm), respectively. On the contrary,
altered volcanites (6 samples) display corn·
paratively lower contents.

Di8CU8l1ion

Cu, Mn a/Id Zn in /~I! su/jides

The low cootenlS of Cu, Mn and Zn
displayed by most of the Tolfa pyrites may
suggest that pyrite is not llssociated with
major amounts of Cu +Ph+Zn sulfide ores
in agreement with geologic eviden~ (FER
IUNI, 1975) and literature data from other
similar deposits (e. g., FIUEDRICH and
CHRISTENSEN, 1977; TAYLOR and SYL-



Fig. L ,- d) Cu I"S. Zn ~nJ b) Cu vs. ~ln in the
hydrothermal pyrit<.'S from the TuUa Mountains
mineralization. Open and solid circles represent
pyritc-l and pyrite-If samples. respectively. Vol·
canic pyrites from the s.amc ~rea (black triangles)
lire shown for reference.

bttause of the low Cu mean, and differing
also from those of pyrites from shales
because of the low Mn mean, suggest that
the ores slUdied formed at relatively low
temperature and in an environment that is
not sedimentary. This is in agreement with
field and geochemical evidence that in fact
show the mineralization is epithermal and in
particular temperature was < 250u C during
the main stages (MASI ct aI., 1980; AzzARO
and LoMBARDl, 1977).

Comparison of Cu, Mn and Zn contents
in pyrite I and pyrite II shows that both
generations of pyrite display similar ranges,
thus reflecting comparable levels of such
elements in 'the mineralizing fluids.

Fig. 1 .shows the relationships between
Cu and Zn, and Cu and Mn in the ores
studit=d. Let'us notice the positive correlation
between Cu and Zn' exhibited by most pyrites
I1, this' correlation lacking on the contrary
for those pyrites associated with other sul
fide phases (not reported in the figure). As
these latter phases are of later deposition
than pyritc (CALDERONl et al., 1985), there
is t=vidence that the highest Cu and Zn
contents lire a peculiar feature ol the latest
pyrites. We have not tested the manncr of
Cu and Zn incorporation in pyrites TM-13,
TM·15 and TM·16, but according to Ro
BER1"S (1982) these elements, unlike Mn
that likely substitutes for Fe in the pyrite
lattice, occur as submicroscopic inclusions
and/or occlusions of chalcopyrite and spha
lerite. However, whatever be the form of
occurrence of Zn and Cu in the Tolfa pyrites,
if we assume that the different samples of
pyrite represent the ores precipitated from
the mineralizing solutions at differenr steps
of the hydrothermal process, there is a sug
gestion that the contents of ell and Zn
increased in pyrites with evolution of the
process.To test the validity of this sU,ll:gestion,
the contents of Cu have been plotted against
those of Ni from the same samples, as Ni
content generally increased throughout the
mineralizing cycle from early to late pyrites
(CALDERONI et aI., 1986). From fig. 2 it is
apparent that there is an overall positive
correlation between the two clements in mOst
pyrite-I samples. The same pattern is also
exhibited by pyrite Il, but, unlike pyrite T,
the slope of the regression line changing
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VESTEK, 1982; ROI3ERTS, 1982; DUCHESNE
et ilL, 1983). It seems in fact reasonable
that low contents of trace elements in pyrite
likely reflect low contents of these elements
in the ore-forming solutions, and, only to
minor extent, the physico-chemical condi
tions of these fluids. In this view it is
convincing that samples TM-13, TM-15 and
TM·16 that arc associated with other sulfide
phases show the highest Cu and Zn contents.

Moreover the average contents of Cu, Mn
and Zn of Tolfa pyrites, being distinct from
those of pyrites of high temperalUre occur
rences (see in DUCHESNE et al., 1983)
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Fig. 2. - eu vs. Ni in pyrite I (a) and pyrite Il (b) from {he Tolfa Mountains mineralization. Samples
from Hill-nO, «Iron Mine: .., Roccacda-pozzl and S. Lucia creek are shown by solid circles, triangles,
squares and asterisks, respectively.

according to the mine considered. This may
suggest that the physico-chemical conditions
of the ore-forming fluids of stage III at the
three mines were different, while, on the
contrary, rhey were roughly similar during
stage 11, at least at Hill-520 and Santa
Lucia.creek mines. It may be interesting
than the Ni/Cu ratios are similar for pyrite
11 from the «Iron Mine» and ROCCflccia·
Pozzi, and however higher than those of
pyrites from Hill-520. This may be related
ro the different type of main sulfide ore
deposited in the two groups of deposits. In
fact, while galena dominates at Hill-520,
pyrite was the main sulfide phase deposited
at « Iron Mine» and Roccaccia-Pozzi.

As a whole, the general positive correlation
between Cu and Ni observed in most pyrites
of both stage 11 and stage HI supports that
Cu, bur also Zn because of its positive cor
relation with Cu, acted as incompatible in
stage-Ill pyrites, thus producing Cu· and
Zn-progressively enriched solutions up to
deposition of other sulfide phases. Likely
the partition coefficient of this pair of
elements between the solution and pyrite
would approach that typical for equilibrium
conditions. Conversely those few pyrite
samples that formed along with other sul
fides, could be reflective of disequilibrium
conditions.

Like pyrite 11, also pyrite I shows a
positive correlation between Cu and Zn in
all samples, except [WO that are particularly
enriched in Zn relative to Cu. These latter
were likely deposited in disequilibrium,
perhaps in connection with precipitation of
sphalerite, that crystallized simultaneously
with pyrite during stage 11.

Fig. 1 b shows positive Cu-Mn correlations
in most samples of both pyrite I and pyrite
H, except for those displaying the highest
contents. These latter may reflect disequili
brium conditions. The lower Mn/Cu ratio
of pyrite 11 relative to pyrite I suggests that
stage-HI solutions were depleted in Mn
relative to Cu with respect to those of
stage 11. The reason of this fact is not
known.

As whole, since the Cu, Mn and Zn
contents of the Tolfa pyrites likely paralleled
the variations of content of these elements
in the mineralizing fluids, it is apparent that
the parent solutions of pyrite-II were
not those of pyrite-I, bur at a more
advanced stage of evolution of the ore
forming process. This is because pyrite 11
displays no higher contents of these elements
than pyrite I (tab. 1) as to be expected if
stage-II and stage-Ill fluids would belong
to the same descent line. This view is in full
agreement with the conclusions of previous
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TABLE 1
Cu, MII and Zn conlents 01 the sulfide minerals from the To/fa Mountains

a) Sulfide in calcite 1, calcite II and hydrothermally-altered tlysch
b) Su16des in unaltered flysch carbonates

cl Sulfides in unaltered volcanites

For,.. ,lon S~,"plc Locality ~ineral Cu(pp .. ) IIn(ppm) Zn(pplIl)

calcite , ,"- "lron_Hlne" pyrrhotlte '" " <e'
,"- , K111-520 pyr! te '" " ","- , K111-520 pyrite " " '","- , Hlll-520 pyrite " • ","- , "lron_Hine" pyrite " " "calcite " ,"- • S.Lotla Creek pyrite '" • ","- , S.Lotia Creek pyd tC .- '" '","- • Rote.ccla_Po •• 1 .ph.larite 1,680 '","- , Rote.cela_Po •• ! aphale r i«, '" '"
fH_IO "Iron-Klnt" pyrite " no " '"TH_I! "Iron-Illn,," pyrite " ", '" '"TII_12 "lron~llln.. " pyrite " '" " ..
TII-13 "lron_lllne" pyrite " 5, l 7 6 " I 1 , 2 2 1
Tll_14 "Iron_H.lne" pyrite " '"

,
"eltered TI1-15 11111_520 pyrIte " 1,778 " 20,147

fl1 sch 111-16 Hi 11_520 pyrite " '" " 2,963
HI_17 Roeeaeels-Poo.1 pyrite " "

,
"TI1_18 Roeeaeela-Pot.1 pyrite " '" " "111_19 Roeeaeela-Pot.1 pyrite " '" " ..

111_20 Roeeaeels-Pot.1 pyrite " " • "TI1_21 Roeeaeela-Pood pyrite " , '" " '"TI1_22 "lron_Hlne" sphalert,e 11' 5,628 ,.,

" sulfld ... in unaltered f1yseh earbonae ...

TII_2) Roeeaeela-Pos.1 (euble)pyrlte '" n, '"1H-24 Roceacela_Po •• 1 (euble)pyrlt" '" '"
.,

TH-25 Roeeaccla_po •• l (globula<)pyrlt,,184 "
,.

TH-26 Roe caee la - Po •• 1 (p"n,a8on-dodec~

h"dral)py<lee '" " "

" .ulfld•• '" unal,.r.d voleanl, ••

1H_21

.TH-28
TI1_29

Tol fa
~Ilu.. lere
~llu.. iere

pyrl,e

py<lte
pyrite

"'"'"
"""

'"
"'"

* coeXisting WIth pyrite TH_13

studies dealing with Pb, TI, Co and Ni
distribution in the same otes (CALDERONI
et al., 1985, 1986).

Unlike hydrothermal pyrites, pyrites from
volcanic rocks show inverse correlations
between Cu and Zn, and Cu and Mn (6g. 1)

despite the ranges of these elements are
similar in both groups of sulfides. If these
differences are not fortuitous, suggesting
that under magmatic conditions the Mn-Zn
pair is antagonistic of Cu competing for
accomodation in pyrile, the use of Cu/Zn
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T.....BLE 2
t,tI. Mn ,nd 2n conft:nls of • tlf/mineralized » rocks from the Tolfd Mounlains

S .111' I e Locality Rock-type CU(ppII) Hn(ppII) Zn(pp.)

TH-30 H,.Paradleo un.lteted flyoch
carbonate " '" "TH_31 Roccaccl._Po~ol " .., "TII_32 Rocc.cc1a-Po~.1 " '" "TH_33 Rooo.col.-Poool " '" ..

TII_34 Roco.ocla-Po~o! " '" "
TII-35 KIII-520 hydrothermally-altered

flysch " '" '"TII-36 KIII_520 " '" "TII_37 S.Luc!. Creek " " '"TII-38 S.Lucla Creak " " "TII-39 Roc CaCC la _ Po. ~ i " " "'."
nl-~o Roc CacC la _Po.~ I garnet_b.arlng calcite , , ." "TI'I_4i Roccaccla-Poool talclte "

, '" "TII_~2 Roccaccla-Poo~1 calcite " • '" "TII_43 S.Lucl. Creek calcite " " ." '"TII_4~ S.Lucl. Creek calcIte " " '" '"TH_4~ HI1I_)20 calcite " " ." "TII_46 Hlll_~20 calcite " " '" "TII_41 "lron-lIlne" calcite "
, ),298 "

TII-48 Horth ., Tolh unaltered Ignlllbrlte • '" "TII_49 North ., Tolfa " '" ..
TH_50 To 1 fa unal'ered I. v. dOlle " '" "TH-51 Totracc!a " '" ..
TH_52 Allulllere slightly altered

Ignlllhdte • .. "TH_53 Allulllere otrongly .Itered
Ignlllbrite • • "TII-54 Allullle.e • ,

"TH-55 Tolfaccl. allghtly altered la ..
dOlle " " "

TII-~6 Allullleu kaolin • '" "TH_51 Tol fa kaolin ,
" •

TH-5g "Iron-HI ne" 80a .. n '" " I ,451
TH_59 Klil_520 go ... o '" '" '"tH-60 To I fa Iron. tOne " " "TH-61 8a8narello ironstone " '" '"
TIl_62 , 1I0ntlroool travertln. " 1 ,615 "tH-63 , llontlro •• 1

, I ,486 "TII_64 " FICooc&lla • " ..
TII_65 " flconcell. • '" "TII_66 " 8a8nareilo " >It '"
TH-67 " 8a8narello " '" ".
1H_68 " 8agn.r.llo , " "1H_69 8aSn I " '" "TIl_70 8a gn I " no "TH-JI 11. gn I " .. "TH-72 S.sn I " '" "TIl-73 PI. 0 Sultano " '" "
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fig. 3. - Co-Ni:~ln diqam showing the position
of the Tolfa pyrncs from the unahercd .llysch ....·ith
respect 10 fields of sediment.ry and magmatic
hydtolf~nnal pyrilcs (UDUIlASA, 1984). TIx: fidds
of pymc I and pyrite I I are .lso shown for
"'~.

and Cu/Mn ratios for discriminating between
pyrites of magmatic and hydrothermal origin
In c,re-genesis studies may be suggested.

Finally, the lack of any difference in Cu,
Mn and Zn contents between pyrites f.rom
the unaltered and altered flysch rocks sug·
gcSl a common origin for all these ores.
However. as the ranges of these elements
are higher than those of sedimentary pyrite
(e.g., FRI£DRICH and CHIUSTENSEN, 1977;
~TRAU~S et al., 1981 and as observed by us
In pyrne nodules occurring in Apennine
flysch: 11-12 Cu ppm, 10-18 Mn ppm and
37-40 Zn ppm, unpublished data), it is
suggested that the pyrites disseminated in
the unaltered flysch had either a hydrother
mal origin or reequilibrated their trace
~Iement contents with hydrothermal fluids,
In agreement with the conclusions carried
out on the basis of Pb, T1, Co and Ni in
the same ores (CALDER-ONI et al., 1985, 1986).
In particular ploning Co, Ni and Mn con
tents of the pyrites of the unaltered flysch
on a ternary diagram (fig. 3) (UDABASA,
1984), it is seen that these samples fall
out of the field of sedimentary pyrites, being
on the contrary within the fields of both
pyrite I and pyrite n. Moreover, as it is
also apparent that the cubic pyrites are Mn
richer than the non-cubic ones, and these

latter are closer to the hypoabyssal body
that might be to some extent indirectly
responsable for the formation or tra~

element reequilibration of these pyrites,
there is suggestion that the Mn content of
pyrites disseminated around a magmatic
body depends on the distance from the
intrusion.

Cu, Mn and Zn in th~ hosl rocks
While the unaltered f1:ysch shows average

Mn contem quite similar 10 that of marine
limestones, the average Cu and Zn contents
are comparatively higher (WEDEPOHL,
1974), likely reflecting the relatively high
detrital component of the rocks analyzed
(FERRIN! and MASI, in preparation).

With res~t to the alteration processes
that affected the flysch rocks during thl=: ore
emplacemem Cu, Mo and Zn show quite
different behaviors. In fact, while the: Cu
cootents in the altered flysch are greater
than those of corresponding unaltered rocks,
indicating that the hydrothermal solutions
carried some Cu, on the contrary the Mn
contems decrease in the altered rocks, sug
gesting leaching by the fluids and, finally,
Zn shows no substamial change in the two
groups of rocks, pointing out that this
element was virtually immobile during al
teration.

Fig. 4 illustrates the relationships
between the three elements analyzed and
K, the content of which il'l("reased in the
metasomatized relative to unaltered limesto
ne because of hydrothermal formation of
silicate phases such as sericite and subordi
nately K-feldspar. In particular it is apparent
that there is a positive correlation between
Cu and K in most altered rocks, suggesting
that Cu entered the lattice of K-bearing
phases. A positive correlation exists also
between Zn and K only for lower contents,
suggesting that at higher levels Zn was not
linked only to K-phases. Finally, the lack
of any correlation between Mn and K in
the rocks analyzed is explained by removal,
instead of addition, of the former element
by altering fluids.

The hydrothermal calcites and travertines
show lower Cu contents than limestones
from the same area, indicating that during
mobilization and reprecipitation of calcium
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n:neIy of Zn and Cu, all these elements thus
being released to ground water.

Finally, it is noticed that supergene al
teration of the ores formed gossans enriched
in both Cu and Zn, but not in Pb (CALDE·
RONI et al., 1985) relative to ironstones from
the same area. Such a feature can be tentatio
vely explained with the findings of a previous
study (CALDERONI et al., 1984) concerning
the chemistry of water involved in supergene
alteration at Tolfa and constraints on the
mobility of Cu, Pb and Zn. From this study
it is resulted that lhe composition of Tolfa
gossans is that compatible with an aqueous
medium low in [CI-], very low in
[SO."'] :It pH < 7 and with a [CO: tot.] ~
C02 of the atmosphere. The enrichment in
Cu and Zn displayed by the studied gOSSan5
runts a possible use of these lWO elements
as pathfinders in the oxidation zone for
prospection of sulfide ores, the same being
unworthy for Mn and Pb.

Conclulionl

,,, •

Fig. 4. - a) K vs. Cu; b) K vs. Mn and c) K vs.
Zn in the hJdrothermally.ahered lIysch rocks from
the Tolfa Mountains.

The analytical data presented in this paper
indicate that the Cu, Mn and Zn contents
of the hydrothermal pyrites from the PHD
cene vein mineralizarion of Tolfa, as they
do not show significant differences, do not
make possible an unbiased evaluation of the
various mineralizing srages. This suggests
that the parent solutions of the ores should
have dose levels of these elements. However,
as the pyrites associated with other sulfide
phases, that are of late segregation than
pyrite, exhibit the highest Cu and Zn con
tents, and more generally there are positive
relationships amon~ the trace elements
studied in most Tolfll pyrites, it is suggested
that the contents of Cu, Mn and Zn increased
in these latter sulfidcs with evolution of the
mineralizing process. Therefore there is a
strong suggestion that the parent solutions
of the main stages of thc mineralization (i.e.
stage 11 and stagc Ill) were different, despite
the contents in the related pyrites are similar.

At Tolfa the volcanic pyrites can be
distinguished from the hydrothermal pyrites
due to the Inverse correlations occurring
among the three elements studied, though
the contents range similarly in both types
of sul6des. This points out that Cu, Mn and
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carbonate not all Cu was made available,
likely because at Tolfa this element could
enter other hydrothermal phases (e.g. sili·
cates), as it is suggestcd by the K·Cu cor·
relation. On the contrAry thc hydrothermal
processes did not alter significantly the Mn
and Zn contents of hydrothermal carbonates
with respect to limestones, the contents of
these elements being roughly equal in both
rock·types.

Alteration of volcanic rocks resulted in a
pronounced depletion of Mn, and subordi-
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Zn behaved differemly under hydrothermal
and volcanic conditions.

Pyrites disseminated in the unaltered
flysch show contents of Cu, Mn and ZIl
higher than sedimentary pyrites, but slightly
towards the hydrothermal ones, thus in
dicating some interaction with hydrothermal
fluids. Likely these latter brought some Cu
to the altered flysch rocks, Cu entering
mostly K-bearing phases of new formation.
The mineralizing fluids were also responsible
for Mn depletion in the altered rocks, while
Zn levels were unaffected, this reflecting
antithetic behaviors of the two elements
during alteration.

The gossans of the Tolfa mineralization
were found Cu- and Zn-enriched, but not
in Mn relative to ironstones from the same
area. This suggests a possible use of Cu and
Zn as pathfinders in the oxidation zone for
prospection of sulfide ores.

Finally, as hydrothermal carbonates and
travertines are depleted in Cu relative to
sedimentary carbonates, while Mn and Zn
contents are comparable, it is apparent that
hvdrothermal remobilization of carbonate
r~ks may cause Cu fractionation, likely
because this element enters silicates lattices.
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